Copyright

Information disseminated on the National Parks of Japan’s official SNS (hereinafter referred to as “Content”) can be used freely for purposes including reproduction, duplications, public transmission, translation and modification in accordance with (1) and (2). Commercial uses are also acceptable. Use of Content is presumed on agreement to the rules contained in this document.

1. Indication of source
   (i) Ensure to include a credit when using content. The method for indicating a source should be in the manner given below.
       (Example of source credit)
   
   (ii) When editing or modifying content, ensure to separately indicate that the content has been edited or modified, etc. in addition to the above source credit.
       It is also not permitted to disseminate or use the edited or modified information in a manner which suggests that it was created by the Ministry of the Environment, Japan.
       (Example of source credit in case of edited or modified use)
       Source: Created using modified content from the Official Instagram page, National Parks of Japan, Ministry of the Environment (https://www.instagram.com/nationalpark_japan)
       Source: Created by (XX) Co. Ltd., based on the Official Facebook page, National Parks of Japan, Ministry of the Environment (https://www.facebook.com/NationalParksOfJapan/)

2. Third Party copyrighted Content
   (i) The copyright and other rights (example: picture image rights, publicity
rights, etc.) of certain Content included on the National Parks SNS may in certain instances be held by a Third Party (refers to copyright held by parties other than the Government of Japan. Same hereafter.) Content for which the copyright or other rights is held by a Third Party, must only be used after the permission of the Third Party copyright holder has been granted under the users own initiative to obtain such content, excluding instances where it is already indicated that the rights are dealt with.

(ii) Certain Content for which the copyright is held by a Third Party may already directly or indirectly indicate or show that the copyright is held by a Third Party by means including indication of source credit. However, other Content for which the portion rights are held by a Third Party is not clearly specified or elucidated also exists. When using such Content the user should confirm the issue of copyright under their own initiative.

(iii) It may be possible to use certain Content for which the copyright is held by a Third Party for quotations, etc., without the express permission of the copyright holder or other party, where such uses are permitted in the Copyright Law.